
Q.1 Circle the Correct Answers.                                                 (6x1=6)
1 A dot represents the direction of magnetic field:

   (A) Out of page (B) Into the page (C) Tangent topage (D) Parallel to page 
2 A charged particle enters in a strong magnetic field its K.E:

   (A) Remain constant (B) Increases (C) Decreases (D) Increases then decreases 
3 Magnetic flux density at a point due to current carrying coil is determined by:

   (A) Ampere's Law (B) Gauss's Law (C) Faraday's Law (D) Lenz's Law 
4 In current carrying long solenoid the magnetic field produced does not depend upon:

 
 

(A) The radius of solenoid (B) Number of turns per unit length 
(C) Current flowing through solenoid (D) All of above 

5 Force on a charged particle is zero when projected at angle with magnetic field.
   (A) 0o (B) 90o (C) 180o (D) 270o 

6 Useful device to measure resistance, current and voltage is an electronic instrument called:
   (A) Voltmeter (B) Ammeter (C) Ohmmeter (D) Digtial Multimeter 

Q.2 Write short answers of the following questions.                  (8x2=16)
(i) Describe the change in magnetic field inside a solenoid carrying a steady current I if length of solenoid is

doubled but number of turns remains the same.
(ii) Can an electron at rest be set in motion with a magnet? Explain.
(iii) How can you use a magnetic field to separate isotopes of chemical element?
(iv) What is a CRO and why is it so called?
(v) What is the function of grid in a cathode Ray oscilloscope?
(vi) How can you explain the wave form of various voltages formed in CRO?        
(vii) Define galvanometer. Write down its principle.
(viii) What modifications are required convert a galvanometer into ammeter?
NOTE: Attempt the long question.                                         (5+3=8)
3(a) Describe how charge to mass (e/m) ratio of an electron can be determined by projecting it perpendicular to

a magnetic field.
 (b) Find the radius of an orbit of an electron moving at a rate of 2.0 × 10  ms  in a uniform magnetic field of

1.20 × 10  T.
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